
Horses in  today  Friday  You know the drill.

My Chihuahua 
Max was in a 

commercial for 
TV.  He was a 
star for a day!  
And so much 
fun.  Book 
signing at 
Borders 

coming soon!

Dates for your Calendar
March 10th (date change)  - Animal Communicator  at 
Coventry 4pm- Sheryl Blumenthal. Visit Sheryl’s 
website at http://littleone.us
March 10th - Test n Train Clinic at White Fox 
Equestrian center with Kristin Hermann ( that’s me!)
March 11th  - Tack Swap in Cecil
March 12th Jumping with Kristy 530 to 730
March 18th - Long Lining with George  around 3pm, let 
me know if you are signing up...  Here is Bucca during 
his first session with George. You can see all the power 
gathering from behind and how light Bucca is in the 
bridle! http://youtu.be/7APojSUxn2A
April 14th - Test N Train Clinic at Coventry with 
Emily Craig at Coventry

 A MUST DO NOW 
Tack Swap is  this SUNDAY 

 Lindy is going to the tack swap in   Cecil March 11th. 
and she will cart your stuff there, sell it and donate 

10% back to the  Coventry riders or back to you. See 
flier in barn!  So start cleaning out your unused horse 

stuff!!  Thank you  in advance, we expect to be 
successful at  the LEC show and make this farm proud

Belle says eat your 
vegetables... 

www.CoventryEquestrianCenter.com

Ingrid  ( from Equestrian Eden.com) riding her horse  Saber in a 
medium trot - incredible!  Notice the over reach from behind, this is 

how it is suppose to be done, not just the front legs showing 
expression but front and hind! 

A photo of me & Brach doing what we do best  stretching!  Who says a 
Baroque horse can’t stretch?  He is stretching into the contact with  his 
whole top line.  Brach can stretch down and out which develops his top 

line muscles so he can then step  under and up and lift and carry!   Below 
is a photo of him lifting and semi light in the bridle at a canter, he could 
be lighter.  First we train the horse to stretch down and round to develop 

the top line and then we train them to go under and up. 

"Lost time is never found again." Benjamin Franklin

Stretching a 
Baroque 
Horse

http://www.CoventryEquestrianCenter.com
http://www.CoventryEquestrianCenter.com



